PROMOTION:

THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
LISA AND JAMIE LEE CHAT TO JLIFE ABOUT THEIR NEW
KITCHEN, INSTALLED BY ARLINGTON INTERIORS.

“

“

We really
like the slanting
lines of the kitchen
units that make it
different to all other
kitchen designs.

W

e chose Arlington Interiors to install
our kitchen because it was the only
company to offer the Jette kitchen design,”
explains Lisa Lee of Alwoodley. Lisa and
her husband Jamie are thrilled with their
new sleek kitchen, which was conceived
by German designer Jette Joop and fuses
the innovative ideas of the designer and
the technical expertise of German kitchen
manufacturer RWK. The products, which
were premiered in Cologne in February,
feature an unusual use of lines with 11°
angles used throughout. These give the
pieces a diamond-like shape, and are
inspired by Jette Joop’s belief that the
kitchen is the jewel of the home.
“We went for a Jette kitchen because of its
distinctive angular design. The kitchen is
an open plan area with a large island in the
middle,” says Lisa. “Apart from the gadgets
like the hot water tap, induction hob and
steam oven we really like the slanting lines of
the kitchen units that make it different to all
other kitchen designs.”
Lisa adds that the choice on offer at Arlington
Interiors is comprehensive, ranging from
modern styles to traditional options. “The
service was fantastic too, so I’d use Arlington
Interiors again if in the future we ever
need a new kitchen, though hopefully we
won’t for many years to come. I’ve already
recommended the company to friends.”

“

The Jette range blends exquisite materials
with premium technology to create a kitchen
that both looks superb and offers excellent
practical solutions.
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Call 0113 2323 233 and select option 3
or visit Arlington-interiors.co.uk.

